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                                                  Creative kits


Creative sets "Art Place" allows you to create original artwork and use it in the interior to place drawings, photographs, notes!
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                                                  Funny Frames


The company "Interdesign" presents stickers for the creative design of magnetic boards. Changing stickers on magnetic boards, you create a new mood, give a new character to the interior as a whole.
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    [image: ]  We are selling
from 1 item
Choose what you need!

[image: ]  Individual design
and bilingual!
We adopt models to all goals, education program, tradition 

  [image: ]  Excellent quality
goods!
We produce high quality product from naturale material, give guarantee for all products!
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We offer the most profitable and convenient partnership 

  




  

      
              Popular categories          

    
    Here you can choose equipment and decorative elements to create an influential gaming environment for children.
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Theatres and theatre props
 Everything for the development of communication skills, imagination, fairy tale games
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Educational toolkits
Everything for the harmonious development of children
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Funny frames, headliners and backgrounds for boards
 Changing stickers on magnetic boards, you create a new mood, give a new character to the interior 
  




  
      


      
        
    
    Our Catalogue
Functional equipmentfor an influential environment in kindergarten, where children would be interested to develop!
View Catalogue  
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Creative kits
creating an atmosphere of goodness and comfort
  




  
      

      
        
    
    Our News
More than 10 000 kindergartens are using various equipments by our production now. We have a lot of interesting projects! We can surprise!
View our news  
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    See all news  
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                Creative kits for making interior solutions


		 29/01/2020
	
	The company "Interdesign" presents you the creative sets "Art Place", which allows you to create original artwork and us...
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                Joining Worlddidac


		 07/11/2018
	
	In order to improve and share experience, Interdesign Company has become a member of Worlddidac!...
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                We can surprise!


		 07/11/2018
	
	Our wide range of new decorations hasn’t left indifferent any child! But the gingerbread man's new functional house made...
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                Let's collaborate!


		 07/11/2018
	
	We  invite for the collaboration all interested companies!...
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                      About Us                  

            Our creative workshop "Interdesign" was established in 2002. 
With the help  of functional equipment and decorative elements we tend to create an unusual creative influential environment in kindergarten, where children would be interested to develop, while playing and communicating with each other. 
We design and complete kindergarten interiors with equipment in accordance with the principles of aesthetic education and full personality development. 
Creative thinking, inner harmony, vivid imagination and communicative skills can be developed in children throw art, aesthetics, and influential environment.
Today our design-projects are represented in Ukraine, Poland, Russia, Bulgaria. More than 10 000 are using various equipments by our production now. 
Our main features are: 
- the ability to adapt our design project and it's separate parts according to any culture, tradition, training program
- development of various toolkits in various languages, including bilingual
- having our own manufactory and design office to develop new products
- producing premium and budget series goods. 
We are happy to do what we love and make our contribution to our children's development!
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    All materials of the site are the property of Interdesign.
Any use of the materials of the site is possible only with the permission of INTERDESIGN.  




  
  	




              









